Bevin’s Skiff Model Building Manual

1 1/2”: 1’ Scale Model
Built Like the Full Size Boat!
V.2 September 2020 Joe Youcha

Bevin’s Skiff Model Building Manual
Section 1 Setting up the Project and Forming (Shaping) the Boat
Introduction
These instructions are written to help build the Bevin’s Skiff kit model supplied by Chesapeake Light
Craft. The kit only contains the wooden parts; you’ll need to gather some tools and a few other
materials. (See list and photos below.)
Building this model boat is just about as much work as building the full size boat. Building the model
will take at least 10 sessions, largely because the glue needs to dry sufficiently. If fewer sessions are
desired, CA glue can be used with the appropriate safeguards.
If you want to learn some “hands on math”, building this model is only part of the process. Bevin’s
Guide to Boat Building Math is a good resource. It has instructions on how to build the scale
cardstock model of this boat, which is a great introductory project. Bevin’s Guide to Boat Building
Math is available as a free download from its publisher, Mariner Media. You also might want to add a
drafting compass to you’re tool kit. That one tool, paired with a straightedge/ ruler, opens the door to
many hands on math exercises.

•
•
•

Look through the instructions.
Build the cardstock model.
Have Fun and Start Building the Boat!

This first unit can be broken into three or more sessions.

Session 1
• Build Cardstock Model
• Make Tools
Session 2
• Make Center Frame, Transom, glue Sides to the Inner Stem and mark
Sides for Center Frame (Thru Step 1.3)
Session 3
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• Attach Sides to Center Frame and Transom
Tools Terms
Carpenter’s Square” A flat 90 degree steel square with ruler scales on each edge of both sides. For the model, the corner of an Index Card
works well.
Bevel Gauge
A tool with a body and a movable blade that usually can be locked into position. Used to transfer angles from one
object to another, i.e. from the boat to a piece of wood. Also known as a sliding tee bevel. For the model, one can be
made out of an index card and a push pin. (See instructions)
Bench Hook
An old-fashioned tool helps hold work in place while you cut it. It turns a table or desk into a workbench.
Mini-Hack Saw
Usually used for cutting metal. It makes a very good model making saw.

Boat Terms
Aft
Towards the back of the boat
Bow
The front of the boat
Stern
The back of the boat
Transom The piece that forms the back of the boat
Stern
The piece that forms the front of the boat.
Faying Surface
The common surface shared by two pieces of joining wood
Fashion Piece
An extra piece of wood that provides extra thickness and more Faying Surface for gluing.
Center Frame
The boat component that is placed near the mid-point of the boat which helps define the shape of the boat and allows
the boat to be built without building molds.
Chine
1) The corner between the side of a flat, or vee-bottomed, boat and its bottom. 2) The piece of wood that allows the bottom to be
nailed to the sides and reinforces this joint.
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Math Terms
Perpendicular Line
Parallel Lines
Right Angle
Square
Normal
Fraction
Congruent
Symmetrical
Degree
Division
Mixed Number
Ratio
Proportion
Scale
Angle
Vertex
Legs
Isosceles Triangle
Acute Angle
Obtuse Angle
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A Straight line forming a 90 degree angle with another line
lines that are an equal distance apart at all times
90 degree angle
90 degree angle
When one line forms a 90 degree angle with another line. Perpendicular
One, or more, of the equal parts into which a unit, an object, or a group of objects are divided
Equal in size and shape
When shapes become congruent if one shape if flipped or rotated
Unit of measurement of an angle, 1/360th of a circle
Operation which separates a number into a required number of equal parts
A whole number and a fraction
A way to show the relationship of one number to another
Two, or more, equivalent ratios make a proportion.
A ratio where the measurement on a drawing, or model, relates to the measurement of the full-sized object.
Two straight lines with a common end point
Point where the lines of an angle meet
The two lines that form an angle
A triangle with two sides equal in length, both base angles equal and the baseline is perpendicular to the triangles
centerline
Less than 90 degrees
Greater than 90 degrees
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Preparing to Build the Boat
Make Sure Your Kit is Complete
• Bottom, 2 Sides (1.5mm Plywood)
• Skeg, 3 Seats, Lower Center Frame (3mm Plywood)
• Transom, 2 Quarter Knees (3mm Plywood)
• Stems (Inner and Outer)
• Frame, Chine, Rail and Seat Riser Stock
• Bench Hook Parts (3”x5” 3mm Plywood, 4” ½”x ½”, 5” ½”x ½”)
Gather the Tools and Materials Needed (Not in Kit)
• Mini Hack Saw
• Sanding Block with:¼ Sheet
•
60 Grit Sandpaper
•
100 Grit Sandpaper
• Ruler
• Pencil
• Index Cards for a Square, Bevel Gauge and Marking Gauges
• Push Pin (1)
• Tee Pins (4)
• Clothespins (10)
• Scissors
• Masking Tape
• Rubber Bands (optional for clamping pressure)
• Glue- Elmer’s is fine. Titebond III makes the boat waterproof
• Masking Tape
• A ceramic cup or plate
Use the unglazed bottom to sharpen the Tee Pins
• Safety Glasses
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Optional Tools and Supplies
Bevin’s Guide to Boat Building MathDuring the Covid-19 Pandemic, Bevin’s Guide to Boat Building Math
is available as a free download from its publisher, Mariner Media.
• Drafting CompassEnables related math exercises
• Titebond III GlueCreates a waterproof bond- in case you want to float the boat.
Bevin’s Skiff Cardstock Model Pattern Page
Building the cardstock model is a great introductory instructional
exercise. Complete instructions are in Bevin’s Guide to Boat Building
Math
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Build Your Tools
Start by building your own tools, you’ll need them to build your
own boat!
Bench Hook
This bench hook will be both a hold down and cutting
surface for when you saw pieces of wood.
• Take the 3” x 5” piece of 1.5mm plywood from the kit.
(Or cut your own out of ¼” plywood.)
• Glue the 5” long ¾”x ¾” piece of wood to the bottom
front edge of the plywood.
• Glue the 4” long 3/8” x ½” piece of wood to the top
rear edge of the plywood. Glue the ½” surface.
• There will be a 1” section of the plywood open on the
top. If you’re right handed leave the open space to the
right of the bench hook. If you’re left handed, leave the
opening to the left.
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Index Card Bevel Gauge
This tool is built from a 3” x 5” lined index card, a small
push pin and a small paper clip. It’s used for transferring
angles.
• Cut two 5” strips from the index card. Both strips should
be two “lines” wide.
• Fold both strips in the middle, lengthwise.
• Use the pin to poke a hole through one of the doubled up
strips ¼” in from the open end. This is the “blade” of the
bevel gauge.
• Use the pin to poke a hole through the middle of one of
the doubled up strips. This is the body of the bevel gauge.
• Put the “blade” inside the “body. Line up the pin holes,
and place the pin through the holes.
• Squeeze the whole assembly together with the small paper
clip. The pressure allows the blade to stay in place.
• Handle with care! The pin is exposed!
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Reversed Clothespins
The clothespin makes a much better clamp when the
wooden parts are reversed (flipped end for end and
upside down) and the spring reinserted. This takes a little
finger strength, but if you follow the steps, it works every
time. (almost) The steps are also outlined in the picture
below.
• To disassemble the clothespin, twist the legs in an “X” to
remove the spring. You’ll see how the ends of the spring
can be slid out of their slots.
• Hold the spring with the coil towards you. Take one
wooden leg, with its “bump” facing up, and force its
narrow end through the legs of the spring until the leg of
the spring lands in the first groove in the wood.
• Take the second wooden clothespin leg (again, “bump
up”). Hold it 90 degrees to the first clothespin leg. Lift
the second leg of the spring a little off the surface of the
first wooden leg.
• Force the narrow end of the second wooden leg into the
gap between the spring and first wooden leg.
• Gently pivot the second leg so that it is inline with the
first wooden leg.
• Since the spring is only about ¼” onto the second
wooden leg, push the leg forward until the leg of the
spring drops into the first groove.
• Congratulations! You’ve just made a good clamp with
plenty of reach. Try it out and see how much power it
has.
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Sharpen the tip of your Tee Pins
Your Tee Pins are going to need to “drill” through your wooden
pieces. A simple sharpening trick makes this process much easier.
You just have to make a flat surface on one side of the pin’s
point. All you’ll need to do is find a ceramic plate or cup that has
an unglazed surface on its bottom. (Most do.)

Pick Your Frame and Seat Riser Stock
•

Pick the best two lengths of stock for your seat risers.
Look for the straightest grain with the least run out. A
little “run out” near the end is usually OK, but if it’s in
the middle of a board, use that piece to make frames.

•

Pick the piece with the most runout to use when making
your frames and fashion pieces

Setting Up Your Building Area
• You are now going to start assembling your boat.
• Set up your building area. Have a clear workspace. Try to
work on a solid desk or table.
• Protect the surface of that table/ desk with paper, or
cardboard. The thin cardboard in a cereal box is perfect.
Just cut open the box with scissors and flatten it out.
• Also don’t forget your safety glasses!
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1.1) Assemble the Center Frame
• Find the lower center frame. Sand the nubs off of its
edges.
• Use the mini hack saw and the bench hook to cut two
frames so that they will extend ½” above the top of the
sides. (The “Sheer” in boat building terms.)
• Glue and clamp frames to the edges of the lower center
frame. Make sure not to block the notch for the chines in
the lower center frame. Use clothespins as your clamps
• Measure and cut the Spreader so that it reaches the tops
of the frames.
• Glue and clamp the Spreader in place.
• Let It Dry!
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1.1A) Glue “Fashion Pieces” to Transom
• Fashion pieces get glued onto the transom to provide
more “faying surface” (gluing surface) for the sides and
bottom. It’s also better to not rely on only gluing to
plywood end grain.
• The edges of the fashion pieces need to extend past the
edges of the transom by about half the pieces’ width.
• Frames end at least an 1/8” below top edge of transom to
allow for the quarter knees.
• Let It Dry!
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1.2) Marking the Center Frame Location.
• Stack the sides on top of one another.
• Label the transom (stern), bow, top (sheer) and bottom of
each panel.
• On the full size boat, we’d measure back 75 inches. On
the model, measure 75 “1/8th" inches from the bow
along the lower edge. (75 eighths equals 9 3/8”)
• Make a mark on the edge of both pieces.
• Use an Index Card as a square and draw a line 90 degrees
to the bottom on both sides of both pieces. Use the “card
square” so that the short leg (tongue) is facing the bow.
• Carry the lines around all sides and mark an "X" on the
aft side of this line- on all four panel sides.
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1.3) Glue the Sides to the Stem.
• Line sides up with front edge and bottom end of the
stem.
• Locate with pins and check alignment. A few twists of the
pin will go through the plywood and into the stem.
• Disassemble and spread glue
• Assemble with pins for alignment
• Put tape across the front for clamping pressure.
• At the top of the Stem put one clamp from the right
Plank to the left, rear corner of the Stem.
• At the Bottom of the Stem, put one clamp from the left
Plank to the right, rear corner of the stem.
• Let It Dry!
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1.4 Beveling the Transom
• Cut a feeler gauge from an index card using bevel pattern.
Transfer the pattern with your bevel gauge, or put the
index card directly underneath the pattern and use a push
pin to poke through the corners of the pattern into the
index card and transfer the points.
• This bevel works for both the sides and the bottom of
the Transom.
• To make the bevel, sand with block and 60 grit paper.
Check often. Try not to round the edges of the transom
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Step 1.5) Attach the Center Frame to a Side.
• Set the Center Frame so the plywood “Lower Center
Frame” is facing forward and the framing is behind the
line you marked on the side panel.
• Tee Pin in place to check for alignment.
• The inside corner of the frame needs to line up with the
inside corner of the planking. Since the notch for the
chine is cut out of the Center Frame, you can use the
edge of an index card to “project” the line.
• Once you have everything aligned, detach the frame from
the side.
• Spread the glue on the faying surfaces.
• Reassemble, put the pins back into their original holes for
alignment.
• Clothespin clamp the frame to the side.
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1.6) Attach the Center Frame to the Other Side
• Tear off a long piece of masking tape (18”) to use as a
“Spanish Windlass.”
• Bring the aft ends of the side panels towards one another.
This will bend in the other side so it can be attached to
the center frame.
• Wrap some “Spanish Windlass” masking tape around
the aft end of the boat to hold the plank ends together.
• Spread glue into the joint.
• Use Pins, Clamps and tape to secure the joint- similar to
what you did on the other side- although you probably
won’t need the pins for alignment.
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Step 1.7) Attaching the Transom
• Tear off another piece of tape- which you’ll use to tighten
up your Spanish Windlass.
• Tee Pin or clamp the transom to a side to locate.
• Disassemble,
• Spread Glue
• Pin into existing holes for alignment (or clamp)
• Clamp and Tape for pressure
• For the second side, start by spreading glue into the side/
transom joint.
• Tighten your tape Spanish Windlass” to bring the side/
transom joint together.
• Clamp, Pin and Tape as necessary. Don’t forget to line up
the bottom of the transom with the edge of the side’s
bottom.
• Let It Dry!
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Section 2 Attaching the Bottom
Introduction
Conceptually and practically, this is the most challenging process in the whole project. Fitting a piece of wood tight
against a curved surface with compound angles on each end can be daunting. Don't worry about it. It works if you
follow the process. Success depends upon measuring angles and using the properties of parallel lines. This is a
challenging set of steps ahead of you. You’ll be measuring and cutting compound angles. You’ll be cutting rolling
bevels, and working to reasonably high tolerances. (Otherwise, the boat’s going to leak.)
Not only does this section provide new challenges, it also provides the opportunities to build and reinforce basic skills.
When you’re done with these steps, the boat will LOOK complete. It’s important for you to remember that you’ll be
about halfway done... There’s an old engineering saying, “it’s not the size of the pieces that matters, it’s the number.”
You’ve installed 8 pieces, you have about 20 to go... Keep their eyes on the prize.
This unit can be broken into two or more lessons, depending upon students’ needs.

Session 1
• Fit and Install Chines
Session 2
• Flatten/ sand Chines
• Install Bottom

© 2020 Building To Teach
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Tools Needed for this Section
Mini Hacksaw
Bench hook
Bevel Gauge
Clothespin Clamps
Sanding Block with 60 Grit paper

Boat Terms
Pick up the bevels
Flare
Stand Proud

To measure angles. Usually using a
bevel gauge
The angle between the side and bottom
of a “Vee”, or flat bottomed, boat
Stick out

Materials Needed for this Section
Chines
Bottom Panel
Glue
Tape

© 2020 Building To Teach
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angle starting at the end of the previous angle.
2.1 C) Cut the compound angle.

2.1) Fit the Chines at the Stem
At this point, the chines are longer than their finished
dimensions. In order to fit these pieces into the boat,
you need to do two things, uses a bevel gauge and
subtract. Neither is hard to do.

•

•

•

•

•

2.1 D) Butt the chine against the stem and bend the chine
into the boat. Check the fit against the stem.
When the forward half of the chine is tight to the side
and in the mid frame notch, make a mark on the
chine at the center frame and an opposite mark on
the side panel.

•

Firmly and carefully remove the chine from the boat.
The chine is still too long.

2.1A) Label the chine faces "inside," "outside," "up,"
and "down."
Using the bevel gauge, measure the horizontal angle
between the surface of the side panel and the inside
face of the stem. Remember to keep the gauge square
(90°) to the surface of the panel.
Mark the angle at the end of the chine on the chine's
top face.

Note: The boat will be upside down. This drawing is
rightside up.
2.1 B) Next, measure the angle between the edge of the
panel and the face of the stem.
Mark it on the side of the chine with the base of its
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2.2) Fitting the Chines at the Transom (Stern)
• Now, you need to measure the angles (or pick up the
bevels) on the chine for the transom.
2.2A) Using the bevel gauge, measure the angle between
the surface of the side panel and the transom. Remember
to keep the gauge square (90°) to the surface of the panelnot parallel to the ground.
• Mark it near the end of the chine. Remember which
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•

•
•

•

•

•

edge is up! (Good thing you labeled it when we
started fitting the chines.)
2.2 B) Measure the angle between the edge of the panel
and the face of the transom.
Mark it on the chine with the base of its angle starting
at the starting point of the angle you drew in the
previous step.
2.2 C) Cut the compound angle and check the fit.
Bend the chine into the boat starting at the stern.
Make sure the chine is tight up against the transom.
Fit the chine into the notch at the center frame.
The excess length will extend past the bow. (Don't
worry.) Make sure the chine is tight up against the
side panel.
2.2D) Find the mark on side panel that you made when
you were fitting the forward half of the chine and make a
new mark on the chine opposite the panel mark.
Firmly and carefully remove the chine from the boat.
2.2 E) Find your two marks on the chine. The distance
between them is the distance you need to cut off of one
end of the chine. You can measure the distance with a
ruler, or just take a stick and make tick marks opposite
the marks on the chine. (Subtraction without numbers!)
Subtract the distance from one end of the chine and
make a mark on the chine.
2.2 F) Using that mark, reconstruct the existing
compound angle.
Make the cut.
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2.3) Install the Chines
• Spread the Glue onto the face of the chine that will
go up against the side panel. (Faying surface)
• As you put the chine into the boat, put a short stick
between the chine and the side panel near the
transom. (an offcut of the chine works well.) When
you push the aft end of the chine down the transom
to fit the piece into the boat. The little stick keeps
glue from smearing onto the boat’s side.
• After the chine is in, slide it forward until it fits the
stem. Then, raise the aft end up until it fits the
transom.
• Remove the little stick.
• Align the inside edge of the chine with the inside edge
of the transom. The chine will “stand proud” and will
be planed to fit the bottom later.
• Clamp with Clothespins
• Repeat for second chine.
2.4) Sanding the Chines and Transom Flat to Accept the
Bottom
• You're going to need a sanding block with 60 grit
paper
• Sand the chines and transom flat so the bottom will
bear fully on them.
• Using a ruler as a straightedge, going across the boat,
ensure that both chines are flat from the bow to the
stern and make sure the bottom will lie flat on the
transom.
• Trim/ Sand the end of the stem, if necessary.
• Remember, you want as much surface area (faying
surface) between the bottom and the edge of the
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chine. The better the fit, the fewer the leaks.
Checking to make sure both chines are flat from bow to sternmaking sure the bottom will lie flat on the transom.

2.5) Gluing the Bottom On.
• Test fit the bottom.
2.5 A) Prep the Bottom with tape
• Put tabs of tape on both sides of the bottom. About
** tabs per side. Leave at least an inch of tape hanging
off the edge of the bottom.
2.5B) Attach the bottom
• Apply glue to chines (including the edge of the side
panel), stem, transom and center frame.
• Put the bottom back on, align it with the back edge of
the transom, allowing an even overlap on each side.
Then, tape the bottom onto the boat working
symmetrically. Tape both sides as you work from the
transom to the stem.
2.6 Sand Bottom Flush to Sides, Stem and Transom
• Sand Bottom flush to the sides, transom and stem
with the sanding block and 60 grit paper

© 2020 Building To Teach
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Unit 3 Building The Interior
Introduction
Even though the boat looks “done.” You’re only halfway to the launch. You’ve used most of
the skills you will need to finish the boat. Now, you have the opportunity to practice those
skills and strengthen any weaknesses.
This unit can be broken into two or more sessions.

Session 1
• Bevel and Install Quarter Knees
• Mark for Frames
• Cut and Install Frames
Session 2
• Mark for, and install, Seat Risers

© 2020 Building To Teach
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Boat Terms
Quarter Knee

Serves as a corner brace between the
side and transom

Math Terms
Apex
Vertex
Order of Operations

The highest vertex of a figure or shape
Point where the lines of an angle meet
The sequence in which arithmetic
operations are performed when more
than one operation is required to solve
the equation

Tools and Materials Needed
Mini hack saw
Bench Hook
Sanding Block with 40 Grit Paper
Square (Index Card)
Ruler
Story Stick
Clothespin Clamps
Glue
Tape
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3.1) Beveling Quarter Knees
The quarter knees are part of the kit, but their edges are still
90 degree angles. You need to sand a bevel into their edges.
There are different bevels between the quarter knees and the
sides and transom.
• Use the patterns below and cut an index card to make
an angle gauges- as you did for the transom bevel..
• Use 60 grit sandpaper and a sanding block to make
the bevels.
• Fine tune, as necessary.

3.2) Installing the Quarter Knees
• Depending upon how closely your boat matches the
plans, you may need to fine tune the fit of the quarter
knees against the transom. Just sand gently until they
fit.
• Apply glue to the angled faces of the quarter knees.
• Set them so the top edge is even with the top edge of
the side panel.
• Tape the knees in place with at least one piece of tape
holding the knee to the side, with a second piece of
tape holding the knee to the transom.

Installing a Quarter knee
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3.3 Locating the frames (Lots of isosceles triangles!)
• You will be installing 4 sets of frames. Starting at the
apex of the stem measure straight back to each
location.
• The Full size measurements from the stem to the tops
of the frames are: 28”, 53”, 102” and 132”. Convert
the full size measurements in the illustration to scale
measurements. (Remember 1” full size equals 1/8” in
scale.)
• If you’re using a 12” ruler, it won’t reach the last set
of frames. You’ll need to make a “story stick” out of
the long “chine/ frame” stock to be able to extend
your measuring ability. Just add the dimensions
together and mark them on the story stick.
• Along the top edge of each side. Make a mark on the
top inside of the side panels at each frame location.
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3.4) Marking the Frame Lines
In the illustration below, we use a framing, or carpenter's,
square to draw these lines. You’ll use a corner of an index
card, but the concept is the same..
• Set the short leg of the “square” on the chine
pointing towards the middle of the boat.
• Slide the square along the chine until the long blade
hits the pencil mark and draw the line.
• Make an "X" on the side closer to the middle of the
boat. Do this for both sides of the boat.
• Remember, keep the short leg of the square pointed
to the center frame. (This means you have to flip the
square when you move from the front of the boat to
the back...) When you are done you should have four
sets of frame lines.

© 2020 Building To Teach
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3.5) Installing Frames
• Using the piece of stock with the most runout, cut
the four sets of frames.
• Be smart and label the frames.
• Cut the tops of the frames at an approximate 45
degree angle pointing into the boat. (You can also
install the frames “long” and cut them to length
after the glue dries.)
• Apply glue to the edge of a frame. Put the frame
over the "X"s so that one edge lines up with your
frame line.
• Clamp the frames to the sides. Clean up the squeeze
out.
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3.6) Installing Seat Risers
• The seat risers support the seats. On the full size
boat, we’d measure and mark each frame 6 1/2"
below the top edge of the sides (sheer). This mark is
the top edge of the seat riser. You need to convert 6
½” to our scale. (1” equals 1/8”)
• Mark the distance on an index card. It makes marking
the same distance multiple times easier.
• Put an "X" below this mark.
• Put a dab of glue on each "X" and in the lower center
frame’s notch..
• Put the seat riser into the lower center frame’s notch.
• Work your way towards the ends and clamp the seat
riser to the frames.
• Let it Dry!
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Chapter 4 Finishing the Exterior
Introduction
Finishing the outside of the boat both offers opportunities to repeat and reinforce skills you’ve already learned. These
skills include measuring, dividing mixed numbers, as well as congruency and symmetry.
You’re learning lots of basic boat building. I tell folks, “Sure, I can show you a quick way. It’s a trick; but you’re only going
to know the trick that works in this one situation. You’re not going to have the knowledge and skill that you’ll need to apply
to a different situation.” So, learn the basic skills.
This unit can be broken into two or more sessions.
Session 1
• Installing the Rails
• Installing the Keel
Session 2
• Installing Skeg
• Installing the Seats
• Installing Outer Stem
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Boat Terms
Keel
Skeg

Thwart

© 2020 Building To Teach

the timber that runs down the center of
the boat, outside of the bottom
The “fin” that protrudes from the keel at
the aft end of the boat. Provides
directional stability
Seat

Tools and Materials Needed
Square
Ruler
Pencil
Clamps
Tee Pins
Rails
Glue
Tape
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4.1) Installing Rails
• The Rail runs from the forward end of the stem to
the aft end of the Transom on the outside of the side
panel. The top edge of the Rail is even to the top edge
of the side panel.
• Apply glue to the inside of the Rail.
• Starting from the stem, clamp the Rail onto the sides
at each Frame
• Tape the Rail in place at the Stem and Transom.
• Clean up any squeeze out.
• Repeat the process for the other side.
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4.2) Installing Keel- Caution! Fractions Ahead.
• Marking on the Bottom, find the centers of the
Transom, Center Frame and Stem. (You can ‘eyeball”
the stem.)
• Measure the width of the keel and divide it in half.
• Using your index card “square”, make a couple of
marks that are the "half width" distance away from
your newly made center marks. These indicate the
edge of your Keel.
• Apply and evenly spread glue to the Keel.
• Place the Keel on the Bottom.
• You can use a couple of Tee Pins into the Stem and
Transom to keep alignment.
• Tape the Keel to the Bottom.
• Let it dry!
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4.3) Installing the Skeg
• Set the tall end of the Skeg on top of the keel so that
it continues the angle of the transom.
• Mark the length of the Skeg on the keel.
• Measure the width of the Keel and divide that
measurement in half.
• Use this measurement to mark the centerline of the
Keel at the forward end of the Skeg and on the back
edge of the keel at the Transom.
• Spread glue on the edge surface of the Skeg that will
attach to the Keel.
• Eyeball the Skeg to center on your Keel centerline
marks.
• Tape the Skeg in place.
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4.4)
•
•

•
•
•
•

Install Seats
Put them where they fit!
But seriously… the forward set should fit behind the
most forward frame. The middle seat, or thwart, fits
in front of the center frame. The stern seat fits
forward of the after most frame.
Put Glue on the Seat Risers where the Seats will sit.
Set the Seats in place.
Tape the seats down to the Bottom.
Let It Dry!
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4.5)
•
•
•
•
•

Installing the Outer Stem
Sand the rails, keel and plank ends flush with the front
face of the inner stem.
Spread glue on the front face of the inner stem and the
inside of the outer stem.
Line up the bottom of the Stem with the Keel. Have as
much outer stem extend above the sheer as possible. You
can shape it later.
Tape the Outer Stem in place.
Let it Dry!
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4.6) Finishing Up
Shape the Top of the Stem
• A little shape on the top of the stem looks good.
• Use your sanding block.
• You want the highest point on the Stem to be at the
forward, top edge.
Cutting the Center Frame
• Once the glue has dried on the seats, you can cut the
Center Frame at the Sheer Line to match the other
frames.
Sanding and Painting
• Some people go crazy sanding and finishing boats.
We don't. They're boats- not pianos. Just sand the
boat’s exterior smooth. You can fill any holes with a
little dab of glue.
• Then, paint. (If you like.)
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